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Visit of Guardian Minister Ashok Singhal &
Education Minister Dr. Ranoj Pegu marks
history in development of Cachar
Pension Service Center at Silchar was inaugurated by the Guardian Minister

Now you can apply
before the retirement year. The government has made
getting
pension
much easier than
before. Government
employees can now
apply for pension

one year before retirement. This was
said at Cachar District by Guardian
Minister Ashok Singhal. He said that
the chief minister of
the state Himanta
Biswa Sarma has
taken the initiative

so that the retired
government employees and officials can
get pension on time.
Employees and executives after their
most desired career
break can get pension, the procedure
has been simplified.

Minister Ashok also
mentioned that retired workers and
officials faced many
difficulties in the old
pension system. It
used to take a long
time to get their pension. So this system
has been facilitat-

ed online. Now this
process of getting
pension has started from the day after retirement. In
this new system
pension can be applied for one year
before retirement.
(Cont. To Page 6)
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Common People need not to get afraid of police as a
teacher Message of DIG-SP
August 4: Gunotsav
started in Cachar
district for four consecutive days from
Wednesday, attended by various government
officials
and people’s representatives. Superintendent of Police
Ramandeep Kaur
of Cachar district
has assumed the
role of a teacher in a
government school
on Thursday. Zilla
Parishad president
Amitabh Rai stood
by the students in

the role of a teacher following the
same trend. Apart
from this, Assam
Police South Assam Branch DIG
Kankanjyoti Shaikia also spent the
day with the students on Thursday.
According to the
information provided by the education department,
a total of 2,46,166
students are expected to attend 2317
no of schools in the
Cachar district. In
the past several attempts have been

made to organize
“Gunotsav” in the
Cachar district but
due to floods, it has
been
repeatedly
postponed. It finally
started on Wednes-

day She was seen
in a fighting mood
on the Assam-Mizoram border. Her
hand does not tremble to punish the violent anti-socials.

She is skilled in
medicine . But this
time she was seen
in a different form,
in a different mood.
(Cont. To Page 7)

First Govt.
Law College
in Lakhipur;
Education
Minister
Lakhipur, Aug6: State Education Minister Ranoj
Lakhipur laid the
foundation stone of
Lakhipur Law College building at a
cost of rupees 15
crores 50 lakh in
Lakhipur. MLA Kaushik Rai’s efforts
and with the consent of Chief Minister Dr. Himanta
Biswa Sarma and
Education Minister Dr. Ranoj Pegu
(Cont. To Page 7)
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Eighty Two-year-old Adhar Chand School
to be rebuilt: Education Minister
The traditional Adhar
Chand Higher Secondary School infrastructure will be
renovated.
This
82-year-old school
will be newly constructed. This was
said by the education
minister of the state
Ranoj Pegu after
coming to observe
“Gunotsav” at Adhar
Chand on Friday.
On arrival, the education minister first
went to 563 No Brojogobinda LP School
of Shalganga, Durganarayan
Higher
secondary school of
Udharbond. In each
school, students and

teachers also observed the exchange
of ideas with them by
Education Minister
Mr. Ranoj Pegu. Even
Mr. Pegu entered the
class & asked Vari-

ous questions to the
students. At Adhar
Chand Higher Secondary School Mr.
Pegu informed to the
Press that all the flood
affected govt. schools

will be reconstructed
by the Disaster Management Department.
Teachers of Adhar
Chand HS School on
behalf of the school
requests Education

Minister to create a
new
infrastructure
of the School. Minister informs that
work of reconstruction will start soon.

Assam-Mizoram govt. signs joint statement on resolving the border Dispute

Both states have
agreed to promote
and maintain peace
to prevent any untoward incident along
the borders The Assam and Mizoram
governments signed
a joint statement on
Tuesday after a ministerial-level discussion in Aizwal and Mizoram to take forward
the process of resolution of the boundary
dispute between the
two states. According
to the statement, both
states have agreed
to promote and main-

tain peace to prevent
any untoward incident along the borders. Also, the Deputy Commissioners of
the bordering districts
of both states shall
meet at least once
in two months.Both
the States reaffirm
the Joint Statement
of 5th August 2021 in
letter and spirit. Both
the States agreed to
promote and maintain
peace and to prevent
any untoward incident
along the borders, the
Deputy Commissioners of the bordering
districts of both States
shall meet at least

once in two months,”
the statement reads
Both the States
agreed that economic activities including
cultivation and farming which have been
practiced by the people along the borders
of the two States shall
not be disturbed but
allowed to continue
regardless of the administrative control
presently exercised
by either State at such
locations subject to
Forest Regulations
and after informing
the Deputy Commissioners concerned.
The next meeting

between High-Level delegations of two
states will take place
at Guwahati in October this year where
issues and claims will
be deliberated in detail. Assam Minister
Atul Bora said that today’s meeting will go
a long way in finding
amicable solutions
and convey a positive message to the
people living on either
side of the border.
‘’We are hopeful that
today’s meeting will
go a long way in finding amicable solutions and convey a
positive
message

to the people living
on either side of the
border. I thank CM
Dr. Himanta Biswa and
Honourable Mizoram
CM Zoramthanga for
their keenness to resolve border issues,’’
Bora said in a tweet.
.
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Isro says satellites placed in wrong orbit, no longer
usable : SSLV-D1/EOS-02 mission
S R I H A R I K O TA :
Hours after launching its Small Satellite Launch Vehicle
(SSLV).
carrying
EOS-2 and Azaadisat satellites, from
Satish
Dhawan
Space Centre in
Sriharikota on Sunday morning, Indian
Space Research
Organisation (Isro)
said satellites are
no longer usable as
they deviated from
their circular orbit.It
added that a committee would analyse the issue and
following its recom-

mendations, the Isro
will come back with
SSLV-D2 soon “With
further correction,
we will come back
with SSLV-D2 very
soon and are hoping that the second
attempt will be completely successful in

placing the satellites
in low earth orbit,”
said Isro chairman
S
SomanathIsro
said the maiden
SSLV-DI placed the
satellites into 356
km x 76 km elliptical orbit instead of
356 km circular or-

bit. “Satellites are
no longer usable
Issue is reasonably
identified Failure of
a logic to identify a
sensor failure and
go for a salvage action caused the deviation,” it tweeted..
Earlier, the space

agency said the
“orbit achieved was
less than expected, which makes
it unstable”. ”All
the stages of the
launch performed
normal. Both the
satellites (Earth Observation Satellite
and the Azaadisat)
were injected. But
orbit achieved was
less than expected,
which makes it unstable,” said Isro.
(Cont. To Page 7)

Flag Code of India: Tricolour can now stay hoisted day &
Night
As the Centre launches a Har Ghar Tiranga campaign from August 13, the Ministry of Home Affairs has amended the Flag Code of India 2002.

The national flag can
now remain hoisted
through the night if
it is in the open and
hoisted by a member
of the public. As the
central government
launches a Har Ghar
Tiranga campaign
from August 13, the
Ministry of Home Affairs on Wednesday
amended the Flag
Code of India 2002
to allow for the national flag to be flown
even at night. Earlier, the flag could be
hoisted only between
sunrise and sunset.

In recently released
frequently
asked
questions on the flag
code, the ministry
said that clause XI of
paragraph 2.2 of the
Flag Code was replaced by the following clause: “where
the flag is displayed
in the open or dis-

played on the house
of a member of the
public, it may be
flown day and nigh
Clause XI earlier
read, “where the flag
is displayed in the
open, it should, as far
as possible, be flown
from sunrise to sunset, irrespective of

weather conditions”.
The government had
earlier amended the
flag code to allow for
machine-made and
polyester flags to be
used. In a notification
last year, the government replaced paragraph 1.2 of Part I of
the flag code with the

following: “The National Flag shall be
made of hand-spun
and handwoven or
machine-made, cotton/ polyester/ wool/
silk khadi bunting.”
Machine-made
and polyester flags
were not earlier allowed to be used.
The Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav is being
celebrated to commemorate 75 years
of independent India.
The Har Ghar Tiranga campaign encourages the citizens to
hoist the national
flag in their homes
from August 13 to 15.
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UN chief demands international access to Ukraine
nuclear plant after new attack
Russian forces captured the Zaporizhzhia nuclear reactor complex in southeastern Ukraine in early March, shortly after Moscow’s invasion of its neighbour, but it is
still run by Ukrainian technicians.

U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres called on
Monday for international inspectors
to be given access
to the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear plant after
Ukraine and Russia

traded accusations
over the shelling
of Europe’s largest
atomic plant at the
weekend.”Any attack (on) a nuclear
plant is a suicidal
thing,” Guterres told
a news conference

in Japan, where he
attended the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Ceremony
on Saturday to commemorate the 77th
anniversary of the
world’s first atomic
bombing.Russian

forces captured the
Zaporizhzhia
nuclear reactor complex in southeastern Ukraine in early
March, shortly after
Moscow’s invasion
of its neighbour,
but it is still run by

Taiwan starts Artillery drill to counter China
Taiwan’s
military
began a live-fire artillery drill Tuesday
simulating a defence
of the island against
an attack after days
of massive Chinese
military exercises,
an AFP journalist
at the site of the
exercise said. Lou
Woei-jye, spokesman for Taiwan’s
Eighth Army Corps,
confirmed that the
drills had started in
the southern county

of Pingtung shortly
after 0040 GMT with
the firing of target
flares and artillery.
The drill will end at
around 0130 GMT,
he added. Russia
and Ukraine traded
accusations Monday that each side
is shelling Europe’s
biggest
nuclear
power plant in southern Ukraine. Russia
claimed that Ukrainian shelling caused
a power surge and
fire and forced staff
to lower output from

two reactors, while
Ukraine has blamed
Russian troops for
storing
weapons
there. Nuclear experts have warned
that more shelling of
the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power station,
which was captured

Ukrainian technicians. Ukraine accused Russia of
responsibility for renewed shelling on
Saturday that had
damaged three radiation sensors and
injured a worker at
the plant in what
was the second hit
in consecutive days
on the site.Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy, in a
televised address on
Sunday, said Russia
was waging “nuclear
terror” that warranted more international sanctions, this
time on Moscow’s
nuclear
sector.

Get Fresh Water

by Russia early in the
war, is fraught with
danger. The Kremlin
echoed that Monday, claiming that Contact
Kyiv was attacking 8638488192
the plant and urging
Western powers to
force a stop to that.
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Visit of Guardian Minister Ashok Singhal & Education Minister
Dr. Ranoj Pegu marks history in development of Cachar
Minister Ashok Singhal inaugurated 3 parks including “Gandhi Bagh”
Guardian
Minister
Ashok Singhal inaugurated three children’s gardens on
the same day. First
Gandhibagh Udyan,
then Shishu Udyan at
Jail Road and finally
the newly constructed
Udyan at Narsingtola.
Speaking after the inauguration at Gandhi
Bagh, MLA Dipayan

Chakraborty said that
the parks have been
constructed under the
Ashrut project. After the inauguration,
the minister toured
the entire Gandhi
Bagh. Similarly, after
the inauguration of
Jail Road Children’s
Garden, some deficiencies were noticed by the minister

and the concerned
officials called and
ordered to renovate
it. District magistrate
Rohan Kumar Jha,

with Minister Ashok
Singhal at the inauguration of the park.
Silchar Development
Authority President
Manjul Dev, Rajesh
Das, Mithun Roy,
Gopal Roy etc. were
Additional
District present at the event.
Commissioner Rajeev Roy along with
BJP District President
Bimalendu Roy were

Education Minister asked to submit plan for infrastructure development of Sarvodaya School

Education Minister
Ranoj Pegu ordered
to submit a plan for infrastructure improvement of Sarvodaya

High School in Itkhola. The minister came
to this school on the
occasion of Gunotsav. He gave this

order after inspecting the entire school
area. The number of
students in this school
is 350. There are 11
teachers. The passing rate of this school
in secondary is 49
percent. Taking these
news well, the minister said, he is happy
to see the school visit. But it needs to be

improved. The minister visited each class.
He even checked the
drinking water that
the students were
drinking. He took a
glass of water from
the filter and poured
it into his mouth and
said, very good water. In fact, the minister came without prior
notice. MLA Dipayan

Chakraborty was with
him. Basically MLA is
taking a big role in the
development of this
school. School head
teacher Pijush Kanti
Dev, school management committee president Kanchan Singh
and other members
discussed
various
problems of the school
with the minister.

Education Minister visits Satindra Mohan Dev College in Lakhipur
State Education Minister Ranoj Pegu visited Satindra Mohan
Dev College, the only
higher education institution in Lakhipur on
Saturday. He visited
the college with MLA
Kaushik Rai of Lakhipur. In a brief meeting after the visit, the
education minister
said that the national education policy
is going to be introduced simultaneously
across the country.
Now students can

study Arts, Commerce and Science
simultaneously. Arts
college, commerce
college and science
college will not be different now. He said
to the students, they
have endless time in
their hands, this time
should be utilized. I
have to concentrate
on my studies now.
Otherwise they will
not have time later. He also said that
during his student life
he had a lot of time

but no money. Now I
have little money but
no time to work. In the
beginning, the Minister and the MLA were
felicitated with flower
bouquets and felicitations. While delivering
the welcome address,
College Principal Tapas Dev thanked the
guests for coming to
the college. He is to
the Minister of Education on Application
for officialization of
jobs of other teaching and non-teaching

staff of the college
and construction of
new building of the
college. In response,
the Minister of Education Dr. Ranoj Pegu
said that SM Dev
College’s own land is
very small, only four
bighas. More land

should be arranged
for this college. If
there is government,
private land, the government can arrange
it. MDC President
Reena Singh and
others were with him
at SM Dev College.
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Common People need not to get afraid of Isro says
satellites
police as a teacher Message of DIG-SP
became friendly with
them. She was seen
in a different role in a
private conversation
with the students.
Called her bodyguards to remove
the fear of the police
from the minds of
the students. Later
speaking to Barakoutlet, she said that
the state government has introduced
such an evaluation
system to improve
the quality of education, and the quality
of student-teachers
has improved. She
said, ‘I am very hap-

py to get the opportunity to get close
to the students and
spend time with
them. They are the
ones who will lead
the society of the future and the practice
of good education
among them is very
important. In many
cases,
common
people fear the police, but I want to say
that only those who
are involved in criminal activities will fear
the police. Common
people will stand by
the side of the police
and stop the corrup-

placed in

tion of the society.
Among those whom wrong orwe are standing by bit, no
today, many may become IAS or IPS in longer
the future or join the usable :
police after passing various exams. SSLV-D1/
They are the ones EOS-02
who will contribute
Mission
to the work of stopping the corruption
of the society and
today we have come
Soon after the
to give good edulaunch, Isro chaircation by their side
man Somanath had
at this young age.
said the SSLV-D1/
EOS-02 mission
suffered a data
loss in its terminal
phase.”All stages
performed as exFirst Govt. Law College in Lakhipur; Education Minister pected. The first
laid the Foundation Stone
stage performed
and
separated,
of various schools,
second stage perin the presence of
formed and septhousands of peoarated, the third
ple Government’s
stage also pernew education poliformed and sepcy in a meeting held
arated, and in the
Education Minister
terminal phase of
said, from now on,
the mission, some
even if the students
data loss is occurdrop out midway
ring and we are
while studying for
analysing the data
the degree, they
and we will come
will be able to study
back on the status
again.
MLA
KauThis new law college One of these will be ments were present
of the satellites as
shik
Rai,
Sub-Diviwill be construct- in Lakhipur. Cachar at the foundation
well as the vehicle
sional
Magistrate
ed next to National District Magistrate stone ceremony with
performance soon,”
Sudeep
Kumar
Highway 37 near Rohan Kumar Jha, the foundation stone
said Isro chairman
Chiri pool Lakhipur. MLA Kaushik Rai, organized at 9:30 Nath, lawyer San- Somanath
from
jay
Kumar
Thakur,
The government has Panchayat repre- am At the end of the
the Mission Control
were
also
present
sanctioned funds sentatives along with program, in Phulertal
Centre, minutes
in
the
multipurto build 9 new law officers of various Multipurpose Hall,
after the launch.
pose
hall
meeting.
colleges in Assam. government depart- including teachers
Leaving the traditional police uniform and
putting on a saree
to teach the young
children with a smile
and love at the Durga Shankar Pathshala. She is none
other than Police
Superintendent of
Cachar Ramandeep
Kaur. She attended
the Durga Shankar
Pathshala this morning to evaluate the
education of the students and the school
on Gunotsav 2022.
Attending
every
class and teaching
young children, she
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Cycling: A low-impact
form of workout for a
healthy lifestyle

In recent years, the
culture of cycling has
gained
tremendous
momentum in our
country. Cycling is fun,
healthy and a low-impact form of workout for all ages. It’s a
wonderful
workout
that keeps you activated both mentally and
physically and help
boosts immunity. The
adrenaline rush that
one receives while pedalling through different terrains also makes
cycling an adventure.
For anyone who still
needs a reason to
take the bicycle for a
spin, Sriram Sundresan, CEO, of Firefox
Bikes shares some of
the benefits of cycling:
Weight loss: Weight
gain due to a sedentary
lifestyle is a common
problem these days.
Riding short distances
to the neighbourhood
shop, school, or work
are mini-workouts you
can sneak into your
routine and an effective strategy for weight
loss. Not only would
this ensure that you
are physically active,
but these pedalling sessions would also help in
torching fat. Approximately 45-60 minutes
of cycling can help
burn up to 300 calories.
Prevention of lifestyle
diseases: Cycling regularly helps keep various health issues like

diabetes, obesity, cardiac problems, or other lifestyle disorders
at bay. Regular cycling
has in fact proved to
keep blood sugar levels in check. Cycling
works as an effective
stress buster, in essence, it definitely helps
in mental well-being.
Reduces
depression
and anxiety: The benefits of riding a bicycle
extend beyond physical
fitness. Cycling gets you
outdoor, among nature, leaving you to feel
revitalised, energetic
and optimistic. Depression, anxiety and
stress are all positively affected by exercise,
but the combination
of exercise and exposure to the outdoors is
a bit of a magic combination for emotional
and mental well-being.
So, hop onto your saddle and soak up some
sunshine and positive
vibes. After all, a happy
soul is a healthy soul.
Boosts immunity: One
of the rising concerns
in the present times is
keeping ourselves safe,
ensuring that we have
the immunity we need.
Cycling daily helps with
keeping your physical
health in check, increases your stamina,
and helps keep the immune system young.
In general, the fitter
you are, the stronger is
your immune system.
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Former Twitter Employee Sold User
Info to Saudi
Officials

A former Twitter
worker was found
guilty on Tuesday
of spying for Saudi officials keen to
unmask critics on
the platform.Ahmad Abouammo
was pronounced
guilty on criminal
counts including
money laundering, fraud, and being an illegal agent
of a foreign government, according to a copy of
the verdict.Prosecutors in federal
court in San Francisco told jurors
that Abouammo
sold Twitter user
information for
cash and an expensive watch some
seven years ago.
His defense team
contended that he
did nothing more
than accept gifts
from free-spending Saudis for simply doing his client management
job. “The evidence
shows that, for a
price and thinking

no one was watching, the defendant
sold his position
to an insider of
the crown prince,”
US
prosecutor
Colin
Sampson
said in final remarks to the jury.
Defense attorney
Angela
Chuang
countered
that
while there certainly
appeared
to be a conspiracy to get revealing information
about Saudi critics from Twitter,
prosecutors failed
to prove Abouammo was part of it.
Abouammo quit
Twitter in 2015
and took a job at
e-commerce titan
Amazon in Seattle, where he lives,
according to court
documents.Jurors
deliberated
for
three days before
finding Abouammo guilty on 6
of the 11 charges against him.
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She-Hulk:
Kangana Ranaut down with dengue
Attorney at
Law: Charlie still continues work on “Emergency”
Cox’s DareHer
Next
Movie
devil makes
Actress Kangana
an appearRanaut is currently
ance in his
new costume down with dengue,

After Ms. Marvel, the
new MCU show that
is all set to release
soon is She-Hulk:
Attorney At Law.
The series is all set
to begin streaming
on August 18 and
ahead of the same,
there have been new
promos have been
released from the
show which feature
Mark Ruffalo’s Bruce
Banner teaching his
Hulk skills to cousin Jennifer Walters
(Tatiana Maslany) In
the newest promo
of the show, Charlie
Cox’s Daredevil also
appears sporting an
all-new suit. Previously, it was confirmed at San Diego
Comic-Con
2022
that Cox’s Daredevil will be returning
to the MCU with not
only his own show
but also a cameo in
She-Hulk. In the new
promo of the show,

and has a low white
blood cell count and
high fever. However,
that hasn’t stopped
determination
to
work on her upcoming film, Emergency.
Recently, an Instagram post shared
from the banner
of her production
house, Manikarnika Film, said that
the actor has been
working through her
illness.The caption
read, “When you are
down with dengue,
alarmingly low white
blood cell count and
high fever and yet
you land at work,
it’s not passion it’s
madness…our chief
@kanganaranaut is
such an inspiration.”
Kangana replied,
“Thank you team
@manikarnikafilms

Cox’s Daredevil can
be seen fully suited
up. The actor can be
seen wearing Daredevil’s new yellow
and red costume. The
new costume features
different detailing including the addition of
yellow on the shoul-

body gets ill not
the spirit…thanks
for the kind words.
Kangana Ranaut
will essay the role
of Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi in the
film, Emergency,

which also happens
to be her directo
rial debut. While
Shreyas Talpade
plays the role of
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Anupam Kher
plays Jayaprakash

ders and a new helmet as well. The new
teaser also showcases
Jennifer Walters aka
She-Hulk played by
Tatiana Maslany being
reluctantly trained by
Mark Ruffalo’s Hulk.

Narayanan. The film
will chronicle the turbulent period in the
1970s when Indira
Gandhi declared a
state of emergency in the country.
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Commonwealth Games 2022: India’s final medal
tally and rank in Birmingham CWG

Image Source | Official Twitter

India
completed
its Commonwealth
Games 2022 campaign in Birmingham
on Monday. Here is
everything you need
to know about India’s
medal count at CWG

2022.India won 61
medals in the overall Commonwealth
Games 2022 medal
table. India finished
its CWG 2022 campaign as the fourthbest country on the
medals table.India
won 22 gold med-

als, 16 silver and 23
bronze medals at
the Commonwealth
Games in Birmingham.India’s Commonwealth Games
2022 campaign is
its fifth-best in terms
of the number of
medals won. India’s

best finish was at
its home games in
Delhi in 2010, where
it won 101 medals.
Weightlifter Mirabai
Chanu won India’s
first gold medal in
Commonwealth
Games 2022 after
she topped the 49kg

Australia wins Commonwealth
Games 2022 medal tally for
golds and overall
Australia has established their sporting
dominance
within
the Commonwealth
Games by winning
the most golds and
medals during the
2022 edition in Birmingham.Seven gold
medals on the final
day took the green
and gold to 67 gold
medals, winning 10
more than England
(57), who had the
home nation advantage at these Games.
Australia also nar-

rowly saluted in the
overall medal tally,
winning 178 medals
to England’s 176 during the 19 sports held

across 11 days.Canada was the next best
nation, winning 26
golds and 92 medals
all up, while India collected 22 first-place
medals in a total of 61.

Image Source | Official Twitter

category.Paddler
Sharath Kamal won
India’s last gold medal in Commonwealth
Games 2022 with
a gold medal in the
Table Tennis men’s
singles competition
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Jason Roy to India wins silver after losing to Australia by 9 runs
take up Oval in 1st Commonwealth women’s cricket Final
Invincibles
captaincy in
Sam
Billings
Absence

Image Source | Official Twitter

Jason Roy will lead a
team for the first time
in his professional career on Thursday after being named Oval
Invincibles’ standin captain for their
game against Northern Superchargers.
Sam Billings, the Invincibles captain, is
missing Thursday’s
game to play for England Lions against
South Africa in Canterbury, while Will
Jacks, the obvious
replacement, is also
involved in that fixture. As a result, Roy
will step up to lead
the side. His previous captaincy experience is limited to
second-team cricket
and a non-first-class
match against Oxford MCCU in 2013
”I was delighted to be
asked to captain the
guys and am relishing the extra responsibility,” Roy said in a
statement. “Although
it’s only for one
game, it’s an honour
to lead the team.”

The Indian women’s
cricket team has created history and secured the country’s
first-ever medal in
cricket in the history
of the Commonwealth
Games (CWG) 2022.
The Women in Blue
have reached the

gold medal match after beating hosts England in a nail-biting
clash at the Edgbaston Cricket Ground.
Batting first, Australia
scored 161/8 in the
final played at Edgbaston ground. In reply, the Indian team

could only score 152
runs in 19.3 overs.
India lost the gold
medal match by just
9 runs.In the bronze
medal match earlier,
New Zealand coasted to an eight-wicket win over England.
The home side won

the toss and elected
to bat but could only
muster 110-9 in their
20 overs. England
captain Nat Sciver
top-scored with 27
and Amy Jones hit 26
but the total looked
well short of par.

